En este artículo, se plantea un algoritmo para aproximar la distancia Euclidiana entre los puntos y del plano, mediante la búsqueda de geodésicas que salen del punto y llegan a una vecindad del punto . Esta búsqueda se hace a través de la solución numérica de problemas de valor inicial asociados a sistemas de ecuaciones diferenciales ordinarias de las geodésicas; para lo cual se elige un conjunto de direcciones en el plano.
Introduction
Determinate the distance between any two points is fundamental; because this value can be used in several applications in science. The formula for finding the Euclidean distance between points is given by:
where is the segment of straight line that joins the points .
As the plane is a particular case of a Regular surface S; considering the points , is obvious that the formula (*) not is valid when the curvature Gaussian is not null. In this case, the distance between the points and is given by the intrinsic distance or geodesic distance of S. In the plane the geodesics are straight lines; therefore the distance between points and , is the length of the geodesic segment (minimal) that connect these points.
In the general case of a complete Riemannian manifold, there are several methods to determine or approximating a minimal geodesic joining two points. Kaya and Noakes developed an
Leap-Frog algorithm to approximate geodesic [1] [2] , Noakes developed a global algorithm [3] ;
and other methods are numerical approximations, using numerical methods to problems of contour [4] , but in this case, there is no security if the solution approach to a minimal geodesic.
In this paper, we proposes an algorithm to approximate the Euclidean distance between points of plane, by doing a search of geodesic that depart from the point and arrive to a neighborhood of the point . This search is done through the numerical solution of initial value problems associated with the system of ordinary differential equations of the geodesics; for this is choose a set of directions in the plane.
In the plane, the canonical direction , allow us to approximate the minimal geodesic that depart from the point p and arrive to point q; but in the case of an arbitrary regular surface, find this direction is not easy. Then, the search from a set of directions will allow to generalize the algorithm.
Set of Angles and Directions
In this section we will obtain results to formulate an algorithm to approximate Euclidean distances.
Consider the following sets 
Definition 2.4. Let . The Circle with center in q and radius r, is given by:
Let , and the Euclidean distance between the points p and q, and consider the circle . Without loss of generality, we can consider that , and is on the positive semi axes X. 
.
Proof
Note that the triangle is a rectangle. In this section we enunciate some results on Differential Geometry, which were taken of the book of Do Carmo [5] . 3. For each , the differential is one-to-one.
The mapping is called a parametrization of S; and in coordinates it is given for ( ) . 
where denotes the Covariant Derivative. Now, consider a parametrization , which that . Also, the parametrization induce a base in the tangent space , a S at . Now, let be a vectorial field tangent along a curve differentiable parametrized . The expressions of field in the parametrization is:
The expressions of covariant derivative of field , by (8), is:
where the ,are called the Christoffel symbols.
If is parametrized geodesic, its expressions in the parametrization is given by:
. Therefore, the tangent vector is given by:
. Using (7) and (9) for ; we have:
that is a system of ordinary differential equations of second order.
Let . Now, we approximate the Euclidean distance using the system of differential equation of geodesic (10); for this we numerically solve initial value problems, using the Runge-Kutta method of fourth order.
Of (10), the I.V.P to solve numerically is:
where ‖ ‖ . 
Algorithm.
In this section we developed a algorithm to approximate the Euclidean distance , , doing a search through the numerical solution of I.V.P (11). Save .
5.
, where is the distance obtained by the algorithm.
End

Remark.
If , by theorem (2.9), there exist such that . 
Examples.
